Visit the W&M GRAD FAIR to GET GRAD READY!
Experienced Jostens representatives will be on hand to help you with your orders!
- Cap & Gown
- Class Rings
- Graduation Announcements
- Diploma Frames & Covers
- Prizes & Giveaways!
- and MUCH MORE!

OFFICIAL CLASS RINGS
You are a part of the very select group offered admission and the opportunity to earn a degree from the “Alma Mater of Nation”. A special bond exists between the students of today, those who have walked before you, and those who will follow. That bond is a passion for learning and a love for William & Mary. This official design shows the unity of one Tribe, one family.

One symbol that celebrates this bond among the generations of William & Mary students and alumni is the Official W&M Class Ring. In its unique design the ring reflects the tradition of William & Mary and the honor of the alumni. As a junior, senior, or alumni at William & Mary you have earned the privilege of wearing this enduring symbol. When you purchase an official W&M class ring you wear your pride for William & Mary proudly on your hand and link yourself to all of the illustrious members of the William & Mary family.

William & Mary’s official class ring collection depicts symbols that are beloved by William & Mary students and alumni. You can choose the Coat of Arms of William & Mary engraved in the top of the ring encompassed by the full name established by the Royal Charter of 1693 or the university cypher. The sides of the ring are high polished metal. You may elect to leave them plain or they may be engraved with the year of your graduation and your degree along with the Crim Dell bridge and the Coat of Arms or the university cypher. Inside each ring is engraved with your name or initials and the cupola and weather vane from the Wren Building. These design elements are a reminder of the special place that building has in the hearts of William & Mary students and alumni. It is the place through which you walk at your first Convocation and at your Commencement.

UPLOMA™
Uploma™ is the only dimensional desktop diploma. Comprised from the details of your Diploma, plus any personal highlights, the Uploma showcases your college achievement in a bold new way. It is the ultimate desktop swag. Each Uploma™ is created with the utmost attention to detail and handcrafted in America. We use the finest materials and finishes for flawless, long lasting beauty.

Uploma™ comes standard with Graduate Name, Degree, Concentration, and Year. Personalize with quotes, accomplishments or anything that was important to you during your time in school. The question is: What will your Uploma™ say?

CAP & GOWN
Purchase Regalia at this event for May 2019 Commencement

Visit the Jostens table at the Grad Fair event or Jostens.com/college to purchase unique William & Mary jewelry gifts to celebrate the graduate and show Tribe pride!

GREAT GIFTS FOR THE GRAD!

Visit the
W&M GRAD FAIR
to GET GRAD READY!

For more product information visit JOSTENS.COM/COLLEGE or call 800-854-7464